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Abstract

Automatic processing of source code, such as
code clone detection and software vulnerabil-
ity detection, is very helpful to software en-
gineers. Large pre-trained Programming Lan-
guage (PL) models (such as CodeBERT, Graph-
CodeBERT, CodeT5, etc.), show very powerful
performance on these tasks. However, these
PL models are vulnerable to adversarial exam-
ples that are generated with slight perturbation.
Unlike natural language, an adversarial exam-
ple of code must be semantic-preserving and
compilable. Due to the requirements, it is hard
to directly apply the existing attack methods
for natural language models. In this paper, we
propose DIP (Dead code Insertion based Black-
box Attack for Programming Language Model),
a high-performance and efficient black-box at-
tack method to generate adversarial examples
using dead code insertion. We evaluate our
proposed method on 9 victim downstream-task
large code models. Our method outperforms
the state-of-the-art black-box attack in both at-
tack efficiency and attack quality, while gen-
erated adversarial examples are compiled pre-
serving semantic functionality.

1 Introduction

Automatic processing of source code (such as clone
detection, code completion, defect detection, etc.)
is an important task that increases the productiv-
ity of software engineers (Laguë et al., 1997; Li
et al., 2006; Mockus, 2007; Kapser and Godfrey,
2008; Islam et al., 2016; Choi et al., 2021, 2023).
For these tasks, deep learning-based models, such
as code2seq (Alon et al., 2019a) and code2vec
(Alon et al., 2019b), were developed. Recently,
transformer-based large pre-trained programming
language (PL) models (Feng et al., 2020; Guo et al.,
2021b; Wang et al., 2021; Ahmad et al., 2021; Ding
et al., 2021; Guo et al., 2022), showed powerful
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Figure 1: Dead code which is non-affecting to function-
ality is inserted into the original code in order to mislead
the target model.

performance. However, these PL models are also
vulnerable to adversarial examples as other natural
language (NL) models (Choi et al., 2022; Zhang
et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2022; Jha and Reddy, 2022;
Jin et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020, 2021).

Source code is textual data just like natural lan-
guage, but the requirements of attack methods are
different from NL model attacks. Attacks against
NL models should consider semantic and fluency
of original sentences, but attacks against PL models
should preserve functionality and guarantee compi-
lability. To consider for these issues, recent studies
(Yefet et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2022; Srikant et al.,
2021; Rabin et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2020; Ra-
makrishnan et al., 2020) use semantic-preserving
code transformation which is commonly used in
software engineering. The semantic-preserving
code transformation includes Variable Renaming,
Dead Code Insertion, Statement Permutation, Loop
Exchange, Switch-to-If, and Boolean Exchange.
Most of the prior works used Variable Renam-
ing or Dead Code Insertion to attack PL mod-
els. Other transformations Statement-Permutation,
Loop-Exchange, Switch-to-If,Boolean-Exchange,
etc, were less used for attacks because they are ap-
plicable only to corresponding operations. Instead,
they were usually used for data augmentation (Jain
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et al., 2020; Rabin et al., 2021). Variable Renam-
ing and Dead Code Insertion can be much stronger
attacks because attackers can flexibly choose vari-
ous variable names or statements considering the
contextual information of code.

In the white-box setting, Yefet et al. (2020) pro-
posed attack methods on code2vec, using Variable
Renaming and Dead Code Insertion, which inserted
perturbations sampled from the output distribution
into input one-hot vectors representing variables.
Ramakrishnan et al. (2020) and Srikant et al. (2021)
proposed white-box attacks, optimizing position
and perturbation of adversarial attacks, for basic PL
models such as seq2seq, code2seq, and code2vec.
However, those gradient-based white-box attack
methods are inefficient, time-consuming, and com-
putationally expensive because large pre-trained
PL models, such as CodeBERT (Feng et al., 2020),
GraphCodeBERT (Guo et al., 2021b) and CodeT5
(Wang et al., 2021), have a very large number of
parameters. Also, it is hard to apply white-box at-
tacks on large pre-trained models in the real world
because the models are not fully opened and are
just accessible through API. Therefore, the black-
box attack is more practical than the white-box for
attacking large pre-trained models.

In the black-box setting, Zhang et al. (2020) pro-
posed MHM, a sampling-based black-box attack
method for programming language model using
Variable Renaming. Yang et al. (2022) proposed
ALERT, a genetic algorithm based black-box at-
tack method using Variable Renaming. However,
these attack methods using Variable Renaming are
inefficient in attack success rate and in query count,
because attack targets are limited to variables, and
the search space for candidate tokens is very large.
Additionally, these methods have a critical problem
that compilability is not guaranteed. In program-
ming language, unlike natural language, compil-
ability is more prior than naturalness, and must be
guaranteed. There are some variables that should
not be renamed. For example, global variables or
class static variables in Java, such as System.out
for standard input/output, should not be changed.
However, Variable Renaming can replace such vari-
ables, and could raise a critical problem such as
compile errors.

We propose DIP (Dead code Insertion based
Black-box Attack for Programming Language
Model), an efficient and the state-of-the-art adver-
sarial attack method using Dead Code Insertion

with an unused variable statement. Under the
black-box setting, we do not need any information
of a large pre-trained model, no additional compu-
tation for training is required for attack.

For efficiency, we reduce the candidate search
space by inserting a statement from other code, not
tokens. Randomly selected dissimilar codes are
used to obtain statements to be inserted. We extract
statements from code using the attention score of a
pre-trained model, which is based on transformer
architectures. The snippet extracted by our method
is powerful and transferable. In addition, our pro-
posed method guarantee to preserve functionality
and compilability in any case because the attack is
based on dead statement insertion.

We show that our proposed method outperforms
the existing methods to attack pre-trained program-
ming language models in Section 4. We choose
3 pre-trained PL models, CodeBERT, GraphCode-
BERT, and CodeT5, and 3 tasks, code clone detec-
tion, defect detection, and authorship attribution
task. We build nine victim models in total. We
also conduct various experiments to explore our
method. The ablation study (§4.4) examines the
effectiveness of each component in DIP. In §4.5,
we test how strong DIP is on adversarially trained
models. We also test whether adversarial samples
used to attack a victim model can also fool another
in §4.6.

2 Task Definition

We evaluate DIP on code clone detection, defect de-
tection, and authorship attribution tasks. For these
tasks, we build the model by adding MLP classifier
to the state-of-the-art pre-trained PL models (such
as CodeBERT, GraphCodeBERT, and CodeT5).
Then, we fine-tune the nine victim models.

Black-box setting. Since our proposed method
is a black-box attack, we do not use any informa-
tion from the victim models. To obtain the code
representation and attention score in DIP, we need
a pre-trained model based on Transformer archi-
tectures (Vaswani et al., 2017). In this paper, we
use CodeBERT, a general pre-trained PL model
which is not fine-tuned, to obtain code embeddings
without any information from victim models.

Non-targeted Adversarial attack. Adversarial
attack can be usually categorized as either non-
targeted attack or targeted attack. Non-targeted
adversarial attack is to slightly modify the source
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Figure 2: Overview of DIP.

input in a way that the input will be misclassified far
from the ground truth. Targeted adversarial attack
is to slightly modify the source input in a way that
the input will be misclassified as a specified target
class. Since our method is a non-targeted attack,
the goal is defined as follows.

Goal. Given an input sample (ci, y), find cadvi , by
adding perturbation to ci, that preserves functional-
ity and guarantees compilability, and that misleads
the victim model. The adversarial code, cadvi , needs
to satisfy the followings:

M(cadvi ) ≠ y, (1)

where cadvi = ci + perturbation, M is the victim
model, and y is the ground truth.

3 DIP

We propose DIP, using dead code insertion to guar-
antee compilability while preserving the semantics
of source codes. Dead code insertion is very suit-
able for source code attack because it does not
affect functionality and compilability of code.

Our method consists of three main steps as
shown in Figure 2: (1) We find vulnerable posi-
tions to insert dead code in the original source code.
Dead code will be inserted between statements in
source code as a statement to guarantee compilabil-
ity. We evaluate the vulnerability of each position
in source code by a pre-trained code model which
is not fine-tuned, and choose some of them as candi-
date vulnerable positions. (2) We obtain dissimilar
codes of which snippets will be used as dead code.
Dissimilarity of source code is defined based on
the cosine similarity to the original source code
using [CLS] token representations. (3) To minimize
perturbation, we extract snippets from dissimilar

Algorithm 1: DIP Pseudo-code
Input :Source code ci, true label y, target

model M
Output :Adversarial Example cadvi

1 Compute position importance Vp∀ p ∈ ci
2 Generate k candidate dead code
3 dead code list D = [d1, . . . , dk] ordered by

the dissimilarity
4 for p in ascending order of Vp do
5 cadvi ← ci
6 for d ∈ D do
7 cadvi ← insert d into ci at p
8 if M(cadvi ) ≠ y then
9 # Success Attack

10 Return: cadv

11 end
12 end
13 end
14 # Fail Attack
15 Return: cadv ← None

source codes. Snippets are extracted by the atten-
tion score in dissimilar source codes. We wrap
the obtained snippet with an unused variable
statement and insert it into the source code as dead
code. We summarize our proposed method, DIP, in
Algorithm 1.

3.1 Vulnerable position selection

First, we choose vulnerable positions to insert dead
code in the original source code for efficient attack.
Dead code will be generated as a statement. Since
dead code can be inserted after any statement in
the original source code, the position is defined
as line (or statement) numbers in the source code.
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Algorithm 2: Dead Code Generation
Input :Source code ci, true label y,

attention layer of CodeBERT T
Output :dead code list D

1 C← {cn∣cn ∉ train/test data, n ≠ i}
2 Sample c1, . . . , ck from C
3 C← {c1, . . . , ck}
4 # sort C using ScoreD in Section3.2
5 for c ∈ C do
6 # tokenize and get attention score of c
7 S← {attT (tokc1), . . . , attT (tokcn)}
8 # get line index(start,end of line) list P
9 P← [(1, a), (a + 1, b), . . . , (n + 1,m)]

10 α ← 0
11 for (s, e) ∈ P do
12 if α <max{S[s ∶ e]} then
13 α ←max{S[s ∶ e]}
14 bestidx ← (s ∶ e)
15 end
16 snippetc ← c[bestidx]
17 end
18 d← string var = “snippetc”;
19 # append d to D
20 end
21 D← {d1, . . . , dk}
22 Return: D

To find out vulnerable positions and sort them by
vulnerability, we use [CLS] representations which is
obtained from a pre-trained PL model which is not
fine-tuned (such as CodeBERT). We insert a UNK
sequence, u = [UNK, UNK, . . . , UNK], into a position
of the original source code to be attacked. Since
we attack to insert the code token sequence as a
statement in the original source code to be modified,
we could find a vulnerable position by inserting u.
The original source code will be denoted by c, and
the modified code by inserting u into c at position
p will be denoted by c′. We put c into a pre-trained
PL model to get the [CLS] representation of c, rc.
Similarly, we put c′ to the pre-trained PL model to
obtain rc′ . The position score Vp of position p is
defined as follows:

Vp = rc ⋅ rc′∣∣rc∣∣ ⋅ ∣∣rc′ ∣∣ (2)

We evaluate the position score of each position, and
rank all the positions by position scores. We may
choose top-K vulnerable positions, or use all the
positions. The lower the position score, the more
vulnerable the position.

3.2 Dissimilar code selection

We obtain dissimilar source codes from an open set
of source code. To evaluate dissimilarity scores of
source code, we also use the cosine similarity of
[CLS] tokens in a similar way to Equation 2. Let
c and ci denote the source code to be modified
and another source code not in train/test dataset,
respectively. We obtain rc and rci , [CLS] represen-
tations of c and ci, from a pre-trained PL model,
respectively. Then, we use the cosine similarity to
calculate dissimilarity score, D, of ci against c. In
order to reduce the search space and prevent biased
collection of dissimilar source code by some fac-
tor, such as functionality of source code, we first
randomly select K source codes and sort them by
dissimilarity score D.

3.3 Snippet extraction

We extract a statement from each dissimilar code,
and insert it to the source code to minimize pertur-
bation instead of inserting the whole of dissimilar
code. In the dissimilar code, the statement with the
highest attention score is extracted. We obtain the
attention score of each token in a statement from
the second-to-last attention layer of a pre-trained
PL model. To obtain a general representation that
is less biased in object functions of a pre-trained
PL model, we use the representation of second-
to-last attention layer. We use CodeBERT, which
is not fine-tuned, as a pre-trained PL model. The
higher attention score is the more important in the
source code. Since the pre-trained PL model is
based on an attention mechanism, the higher atten-
tion score indicates that the corresponding token is
more focused on the model. Then, we use the max
value, which is the highest attention score in token
sequence of statement, as score α in Algorithm 2
(line 13). This process is described in Algorithm 2
(lines 6-16).

3.4 Adversarial code generation

We wrap the snippet obtained in §3.3 using a
wrapper, an unused variable statement, to make
it dead code. To consider the naturalness of the
adversarial examples, we define an unused variable
name as var_2 using the most used variable name
var in the code. For example, if the most used
variable name is str, then the unused variable
name will be str_2. If there is a snippet extracted
from dissimilar code, the dead statement generated
with a wrapper of unused variable is as follows:
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String var_2 =“snippet”;

We extract one snippet from each of K dissimi-
lar codes ordered by the dissimilarity score D. We
repeat inserting each dead statement into all posi-
tions p sorted by Vp, in the original source code
until the attack succeeds. Our method can gener-
ate powerful and effective adversarial examples.
Algorithm 2 describes the process of adversarial
example generation by inserting dead code.

4 Experiment

4.1 Experimental setup
Datasets and Tasks We evaluate DIP on code
clone detection, defect detection, and authorship
attribution tasks with 1000/1000/132 test samples,
respectively. Datasets of clone detection and defect
detection are included as a part of the CodeXGLUE
benchmarks (Lu et al., 2021). The dissimilar code
set is obtained from the validation dataset in our ex-
periments. For a fair comparison with the baselines,
we use the same training dataset as the baselines to
fine-tune victim models (Yang et al., 2022).

• Clone Detection is to determine whether the
functionalities of two given source codes are
the same or not. We use the BigCloneBench
(Svajlenko and Roy, 2015) dataset, which is a
widely used benchmark in the clone detection
task. This dataset contains true clone pairs
and false clone pairs from Java projects.

• Defect Detection aims to find whether a given
source code is insecure or not. We use a
dataset served by (Zhou et al., 2019). This
dataset is extracted from large-scale open-
source C projects. This dataset includes
27,318 functions.

• Authorship Attribution task is to identify the
author of a given source code. We use the
Google Code Jam (GCJ) dataset, which is col-
lected by Alsulami et al. (2017). This dataset
contains 660 python files (66 authors and 10
files per author).

Target Models We analyze the vulnerability of
three popular and powerful pre-trained PL models:
CodeBERT, GraphCodeBERT, and CodeT5. Code-
BERT (Feng et al., 2020)’s objectives are masked
language modeling on NL-PL pairs and replaced

token detection. GraphCodeBERT (Guo et al.,
2021b) is pre-trained with code structure informa-
tion as data flow. CodeT5 (Wang et al., 2021) is
an encoder-decoder PL model, which is pre-trained
by an identifier-aware objective. We build nine
victim models by fine-tuning these models in three
tasks. More details of victim models are listed in
Appendix A.

Baselines We compare with the state-of-the-art
black-box attack methods on PL models, MHM
(Zhang et al., 2020) and ALERT (Yang et al.,
2022). They used Variable Renaming transforma-
tions to attack PL models. MHM was based on
the metropolis-hastings sampling method. ALERT
used genetic algorithm with a masked language
model. We conduct the experiments in the same
environment as the baselines. CodeBERT and
GraphCodeBERT results of baselines are referred
from served by Yang et al. (2022) To evaluate on
CodeT5, we implement MHM and ALERT.

Hyperparameter Our method has two hyperpa-
rameters: M and K. M is the number of [UNK] to-
kens to evaluate vulnerable position scores, and K
is the number of randomly chosen dissimilar source
codes. Since the average length of statements in
source code of the test dataset is 9.7, the number of
[UNK] tokens to be inserted is set to M=10, which
is slightly longer than the average to make enough
difference in CLS vectors. We set K=30. If K is
small, the attack success rate will be low, and if it
is large, the attack will be inefficient. We choose a
number small but large enough to include various
source code. For comparison with the baselines,
we use the same maximal input length to 512.

4.2 Metrics

We use four metrics to evaluate our method. To
measure the efficiency of the generated adversarial
code, we use ASR and Query. We also use Pert
and CodeBLEU to measure quality of the gener-
ated examples. We define the following metrics.

Attack Success Rate (ASR) ASR is the success
ratio of attacks. The higher ASR, the better per-
formance of an attack method. Let Cadv denote
a generated adversarial example from the original
input C, M is the target model, and y is the true
label. Then ASR isndefined as follows:

ASR = ∣{C ∣M(Cadv) ≠ y ∧M(C) = y}∣∣{C}∣ (3)
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Task Victim Attack Attack efficiency Attack quality
(Language) Model Method ASR Query Pert CodeBLEU

Clone Detection
(Java)

CodeBERT
MHM 20.2 667.7 0.32 0.56
ALERT 28.6 529.4 0.13 0.73
DIP (ours) 46.7 19.9 0.13 0.92

GraphCodeBERT
MHM 4.2 1025.9 0.36 0.32
ALERT 9.2 448.6 0.13 0.72
DIP (ours) 36.6 78.2 0.14 0.85

CodeT5
MHM 4.6 104.5 0.26 0.42
ALERT 22.0 762.2 0.14 0.73
DIP (ours) 31.8 38.2 0.11 0.93

Defect Detection
(C/C++)

CodeBERT
MHM 27.4 451.9 0.33 0.32
ALERT 31.4 277.6 0.11 0.76
DIP★ 44.6 47.6 0.19 0.91

GraphCodeBERT
MHM 41.3 316.7 0.33 0.31
ALERT 46.7 263.6 0.10 0.76
DIP (ours) 49.7 71.0 0.13 0.79

CodeT5
MHM 49.3 333.5 0.10 0.78
ALERT 46.9 187.4 0.08 0.80
DIP (ours) 49.7 61.0 0.16 0.92

Authorship Attribution
(Python)

CodeBERT
MHM 15.9 444.0 0.13 0.78
ALERT 29.6 545.4 0.13 0.79
DIP (ours) 31.1 300.15 0.09 0.85

GraphCodeBERT
MHM 26.5 774.9 0.30 0.49
ALERT 50.8 573.2 0.15 0.75
DIP (ours) 61.4 292.6 0.08 0.81

CodeT5
MHM 36.4 684.6 0.16 0.78
ALERT 41.7 373.4 0.10 0.83
DIP (ours) 43.9 47.2 0.07 0.92

All Average
MHM 25.1 537.7 0.25 0.53
ALERT 34.1 440.1 0.12 0.76
DIP (ours) 43.9 106.2 0.12 0.88

Table 1: Comparison of our proposed method with the baseline methods on nine victim models. We set all of the
hyper-parameters (α,β, γ, and δ ) in CodeBLEU to 0.25, respectively. The best performance is in boldface, and the
next is underlined.

Number of Queries (Query) Query is the av-
erage query number of successful attacks. Our
method is a black-box approach, so queries are
the only accessible way to the target model. The
number of queries is one of important metrics to
evaluate efficiency of attack methods. Let qi de-
note the number of queries for i-th succeed attack,
Query is defined as follows:

Query = ∑ qi∑ f(i) (4)

where i ∈ {j∣f(j) = 1}, and

f(j) = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1, if M(Cadv

j ) ≠ yj ∧M(Cj) = yj
0, otherwise

Ratio of Perturbation (Pert) The ratio of per-
turbation indicates how many perturbations are in-
jected into the original source code. A lower Pert
indicates that examples are generated with less per-
turbation. Let Cadv

i is an adversarial example of Ci

of which the truth label is yi, and t(⋅) is the number
of tokens. Pert is defined as follows:

Pert = ∑ t(Cadv
i ) − t(Cadv

i ∩Ci)∑ t(Ci) (5)

where i are defined same as in Eq. 4.

CodeBLEU Ren et al. (2020) proposed
CodeBLEU to measure generated code by
machine learning models. CodeBLEU considers
functional and structural information of code such
as AST match and Data-flow match. CodeBLEU
is a more efficient metric than BLEU to measure
the consistency of generated code. If CodeBLEU
is close to 1, the code preserves the semantic
meaning of the original code.
CodeBLEU is defined as follows:

CodeBLEU = α ⋅BLEU + β ⋅BLEUweight+ γ ⋅Matchast + δ ⋅Matchdf (6)
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Method ASR Pert Query

DIP 46.7 0.13 19.9

w/o Dissim 45.2±0.9 0.14±0.01 26.0±5.1
w/o Position 46.7±0.0 0.14±0.00 29.6±5.0
w/o Att-line 47.0±0.5 0.12±0.00 110.3±6.1

Table 2: Ablation study on DIP. “w/o Dissim” denotes
random selection of dissimilar codes without dissimilar
scores in Eq. 2, “w/o Position” denotes random position
insertion without vulnerable position score, and “w/o
Att-line” denotes random extraction of statements as
snippets from dissimilar code without attention score.
The mean and variance of the five runs are presented.
In certain cases, identical results are observed across all
five runs, resulting in a standard variance of zero.

where BLEUweight is the weighted keyword n-
gram match. Matchast and Matchdf are scores
considering tree structures of AST and data-flow
of code, respectively. α,β, γ, and δ are hyper-
parameters.

4.3 Overall Results
We perform experiments with 9 victim models
for 3 tasks fine-tuned from 3 pre-trained PL mod-
els. Baselines are MHM (Zhang et al., 2020) and
ALERT (Yang et al., 2022) which are the state-of-
the-art baselines in black-box attacks on the PL
model. Experiments demonstrate that DIP outper-
forms the baselines in all metrics (ASR, Query,
Pert, and CodeBLEU ) as shown in Table 1. Our
proposed method, DIP, shows the best ASR and
Query on all victim models, which means that DIP
more effectively attacks the victim models than the
baselines. Compared to the baseline MHM, DIP im-
proves the average ASR by 74.9%, and the average
Query by 431.5% which is 5 times more efficient.
Compared with the strong baseline ALERT, DIP
also improves the average ASR by 28.7%, and
the average Query by 333.9% which is 4 times
more efficient. Pert and CodeBLEU measure
the quality of generated code. DIP shows the best
CodeBLEU on all the victim models, and the best
Pert on most victim models, which indicates more
semantic-preserving (as functionality). Since vari-
able names play important roles to represent code
semantics (Wang et al., 2021), code semantics may
be easily broken by variable renaming-based meth-
ods.

4.4 Ablation Study
We perform an ablation study with each component
of DIP to verify the effectiveness of dissimilar code

Method MHM ALERT DIP All

MHM 2.5 1.5 9.2 1.0
ALERT 5.5 4.5 28.1 4.5
DIP (ours) 32.0 41.5 15.0 8.0

Table 3: ASR on adversarially trained models. MHM ,
ALERT , and DIP are the models adversarially trained
by MHM, ALERT, and DIP, respectively. All is adver-
sarially trained with all the three attack methods.

selection, vulnerable position selection, and snip-
pet extraction. We evaluate with the CodeBERT
fine-tuned for the clone detection. Table 2 shows
the results of the ablation study on DIP. We replace
the code selection by dissimilarity score (Eq. 2)
with random selection in DIP w/o Dissim, the posi-
tion selection by vulnerability score with random
selection in DIP w/o Position, and the snippet ex-
traction by attention score with random extraction
in DIP w/o Att-line. As shown in Table 2, all the
ablated DIPs show lower ASR, and higher Pert
and Query than the original DIP. We verify that
all the components are very effective for PL model
attack. DIP w/o Dissim randomly selects the code
which a snippet is extracted from, resulting in de-
crease of ASR and increase of Pert. It shows that
our dissimilar code selection effects much on the
attack quality. DIP w/o Position and DIP w/o Att-
line show similar attack qualities (ASR and Pert),
but lower attack efficiencies (Query). DIP w/o Att-
line shows Query about 6 times higher. Our posi-
tion selection and snippet extraction methods play
important roles to increase the attack efficiency.
More various snippet extractions are evaluated in
Appendix C.

4.5 Attack on Adversarially Trained Models

We test the attack performance of MHM, ALERT,
and DIP against adversarially trained models. We
conduct experiments with the CodeBERT fine-
tuned for clone detection. In Table 3, MHM ,
ALERT , and DIP denote the models trained with
adversarial examples generated by MHM, ALERT,
and DIP, respectively. All denotes an adversar-
ially trained model by all three attack methods.
Zhang et al. (2020) and Yang et al. (2022) reported
their adversarial examples improving the robust-
ness of target models. However, as shown in Table
3, DIP successfully attacks the adversarially trained
models by MHM and ALERT. Adversarial train-
ing should improve the robustness of the model,
but MHM and ALERT are not enough to increase
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Adversarial Code- G. Code- Code-
Examples BERT BERT T5

against CodeBERT - 31.3 22.0
against G.CodeBERT 12.6 - 17.8
against CodeT5 24.8 29.3 -

Table 4: Transferability of our proposed method. We use
ASR as evaluate metric. Columns are the tested victim
models, and rows are adversarial examples against each
model.

robustness. If we combine all the three methods,
the model becomes hard to attack. DIP shows the
highest ASR, but it is relatively low. Adversarial
training with combination of variable renaming and
dead code insertion may improve the robustness of
models.

4.6 Transferability

In this section, we test the transferability of our
adversarial examples. We obtain adversarial ex-
amples of successful attacks on victim models to
attack other models. As shown in Table 4, adversar-
ial examples by DIP are transferable in the clone
detection task. This experiment showed the poten-
tial of DIP in the other tasks.

5 Discussion

We discuss the compliability and detectactibility
for the attack on PL models.

5.1 Complilability

When we modify the source code to attack PL mod-
els, we should consider compilability. If a source
code is modified, it must be guaranteed to be com-
piled. DIP is guaranteed to compile in any case
unlike MHM and ALERT, which are variable re-
naming methods. As mentioned in §1, we can eas-
ily find uncompilable cases modified by ALERT.
In Appendix E, we present an example.

5.2 Dead Code Detection

Since we use an unused string variable, it could be
filtered out by a dead code detector. However, it
would be very hard to detect dead code by the static
analysis because it is theoretically equivalent to the
halting problem. We may simply eliminate code
which is not locally accessed in a function. How-
ever, the dead code may include global variables.
Simple elimination of statements including global
variables may cause critical problems. If we add
unused variables as if they are global, it would be

very hard to detect them with a high certainty. For
this reason, there are very few tools for dead code
elimination. Most existing dead code eliminator
tools, such as UCDetector and J2ObjC, they can
detect only unused classes or method units, but not
detect unused variables inside methods.

6 Related Work

The adversarial attack for language data (such as
text, source code) is significantly difficult due to
the discrete property of token embedding space.
Both text and source code have a discrete prop-
erty, but there is a difference in the attack methods.
In the adversarial attack for natural language, the
text should be considered for fluency and seman-
tic consistency. The previous works (Maheshwary
et al., 2020; Jin et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020; Garg
and Ramakrishnan, 2020; Li et al., 2021; Wang
et al., 2020; Guo et al., 2021a) proposed adversar-
ial attack methods, which considered semantic and
fluency of sentence. However, the source code is
more important in compilability than fluency. In
the adversarial attack for programming language,
the source code should be considered for semantic
(functionality) preserving and must be compiled.
The previous works, Rabin et al. (2021) evaluated
the generalizability of code2vec, code2seq, GGNN
by using the various transformation (Permute State-
ment, Boolean Exchange and Loop Exchange, etc.).
Zhang et al. (2020) proposed MHM, in black-box
setting, which is the Variable Renaming based on
metropolis-hastings sampling method. Yang et al.
(2022) proposed ALERT, to improve MHM, which
use the Variable Renaming based on genetic al-
gorithm. Ramakrishnan et al. (2020); Yefet et al.
(2020) proposed white-box attack method using
the AST transformation and the output distribution
into one-hot vector, which is represented variable
name. Srikant et al. (2021) proposed white-box
attack method to optimize the attack position and
perturbation at the same time.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented DIP (Dead code
Insertion based Black-box Attack for Programming
Language Model), the state-of-the-art black-box
attack method. We proposed an attack method
consist of vulnerable position selection, dissimilar
code selection and snippet extraction. Experiment
results demonstrate the high-performance and ef-
fectiveness of DIP, also we evaluated the transfer-
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ability to apply other models. Under the black-box
setting, our proposed method guaranteed compil-
ability in any case and preserved functionality.

Limitation

We discuss some limitations of our study. Our pro-
posed method needs a pre-trained model to obtain
the attention score mentioned in Section 3.3. While
our method achieved successful attacks with 4∼5
times fewer queries compared to the baselines, the
time spent on the attack was approximately half
of the baselines. This is because preprocessing is
necessary to calculate the score V in Section 3.1
and D in Section 3.2.
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A Statistics of Victim Models

Task Model Acc.

Clone Detection
(# of Classes: 2)

CodeBERT 97.3%
GraphCodeBERT 97.8%
CodeT5 97.1%

Defect Detection
(# of Classes: 2)

CodeBERT 63.3%
GraphCodeBERT 64.2%
CodeT5 63.7%

Authorship Attribution
(# of Classes: 66)

CodeBERT 82.6%
GraphCodeBERT 81.1%
CodeT5 85.6%

Table 5: Statistics of Victim Models

B Length of dissimilar code

The K is the key hyperparameter as the number of
candidate dissimilar codes. Figure 3 shows perfor-
mance by K on the DIP. As seen in Figure 3 , the
ASR and Query increase with K increasing. We
confirmed, increasing K from 1 to 30, the ASR in-
creases significantly but hardly increases after that.
When K is increasing, ASR increases because the
search space is larger for attacking to victim model.
However, when K is over 30, the ASR per Query
gets lower. It is inefficient in terms of Query.
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Figure 3: Using different parameter K from 1 to 100 in
our attack method. The ASR and A/Q increase until
K to 30

C Snippet Extraction

We compare various snippet extraction methods to
generate dead statements as shown in Table 6. We
analyze with DIP to observe the effects of snippet
extraction method. The types of additional snippet
are 4, which include the following:

• [RandSeq-N] is to randomly extract a sequence of N
tokens from dissimilar code. The sequence can start at
any token of dissimilar code.

• [Rand-N] is to randomly extract N tokens (not sequen-
tially) from dissimilar code. Each token is extracted
independently.

Snippet ASR% Pert Query

Method: DIP

RandSeq-10 42.7 0.09 131.6
Rand-10 21.1 0.09 154.4
RandSeq-5 23.4 0.06 180.2
Rand-5 11.9 0.06 238.1
RandSeq-5% 38.8 0.08 104.4

Natural language 0.1 0.40 1.00

Table 6: Performance by various snippet extractions.

• [RandSeq-N%] is same as RandSeq-N except that the
length of the extracted sequence is proportional to the
length of dissimilar code. Its length is N% of dissimilar
code length.

• [Natural language] is to insert text in natural lan-
guage not in programming language. We insert “I want
to fool this model. Hello, World! Python is a very simple
and powerful language, and has a very straightforward
syntax”.

RandSeq-N performs better than Rand-N. Since
the model learns sequential information of source
code during pre-training, consecutively extracted
tokens are more effective then independently ex-
tracted ones. If we compare RandSeq-N% to
RandSeq-N, it is better than RandSeq-N. We may
conclude that it is effective to extract one whole
statement as a snippet. It is interesting that a state-
ment in natural language does not have any effect
on adversarial attack. Since statements in natu-
ral language is very common in string variables,
models may know how to handle it.

D Runtime Comparison

Our proposed method is very efficient, and less
time-consuming. We reduce the search space by in-
serting a dead statement, not tokens, and obtain dis-
similar codes after random sampling from code sets.
The baseline methods try to rename variables with
a large number of token combinations. Thus their
methods are inefficient and high time-consuming.
When attacking the PL models, DIP is about 3
times faster than MHM, and 2 times faster than
ALERT.
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E Qualitative Example

Original Code private static void readAndRewrite(File inFile, File outFile) throws IOException {
// Some code . . .
ImageOutputStream out = ImageIO.create. . .Stream(new Buffere. . .Stream(new File..Stream(outFile)));
ds.writeDataset(out, dcmEncParam);
ds.writeHeader(out, dcmEncParam, Tags.PixelData, dcmParser.get. . .VR(), dcmParser.get. . .Length());
System.out.println("writing " + outFile + ". . . ");
// Some code . . .

ALERT private static void readAndRewrite(File inFile, File outFile) throws IOException {
// Some code . . .
ImageOutputStream url = ImageIO.create. . .Stream(new Buffere. . .Stream(new File..Stream(outFile)));
ds.writeDataset(url, dcmEncParam);
ds.writeHeader(url, dcmEncParam, Tags.PixelData, dcmParser.get..VR(), dcmParser.get. . .Length());
System.url.println("writing " + outFile + ". . . ");
// Some code . . .

DIP(our) private static void readAndRewrite(File inFile, File outFile) throws IOException {
// Some code . . .
ImageOutputStream out = ImageIO.create. . .Stream(new Buffere. . .Stream(new File..Stream(outFile)));
String out_2 =“r = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(url.openStream()))”;
ds.writeDataset(out, dcmEncParam);
ds.writeHeader(out, dcmEncParam, Tags.PixelData, dcmParser.get..VR(), dcmParser.get. . .Length());
System.out.println("writing " + outFile + ". . . ");
// Some code . . .

Table 7: The example for the qualitative comparison. The first example is Original Code. The second/third are
generated adversarial examples by ALERT, DIP, respectively. The example of ALERT is not compiled because
the variable out, which should not be changed, has been changed to url. In the example of DIP, red color is
wrapper(unused string variable) and orange color is high attention snippet. The example of DIP is compiled.
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